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cliquÃ¤¼Ã¤âÃ¤Ã¤lÃ¤âÃ¤âÃ¤c aQ: Negative Probabilities Consider the
following scenario. I have a deck of cards in front of me. I pick one card at
random and it is black. How likely is it that the next card is black? What is the
probability of picking a black card when the first card was black? There is a lot
of hype about negative probabilities and I have questions about how they are
actually calculated. It looks like the question I have above can be answered
using Bayes theorem. However, I am curious about what calculations in fact
lead up to that number. A: If by "black" you mean "black-jack," then the
probability of drawing black from a stack of one black-jack and several reds or
black cards is $$p(black \mid black \text{ on top of deck}) = \frac{5}{52} =
9.6250\ldots \cdot 10^{ -4}.$$ The hyperbolic sine of that number is
$0.000115965535991583257$. Using the numerical answer, the probability is
$\displaystyle \frac{5}{52} \cdot \frac{\frac{5}{51}}{1-\frac{5}{52}} =
5.9558\ldots \cdot 10^{ -4}$, which agrees with the result. If by "black" you
mean "black-jack," then there are $52$ possibilities. The probability of picking
black is $\frac{5}{52}$, so the probability of picking black from a deck of one
black-jack and several reds or black cards is $$p
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Sangrah. Neither is there any question of attaining the status of different
classes. shabar mantra sangrah It consists in uniting with the Divine by the
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